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1 What is an ECA-LIFT anchor?
The patented ECA-lift-anchor consists out of a compression element,
made out of GFRP bar and a steel wire. There are two weight classes,
a 3 Ton and a 5 Ton.
All three types exist in 29
different sizes
(A = from 120mm to 400 mm)
Taken into account a concrete
cover according to the EC2 of
25 mm for a wall thickness of
250 mm, an ECA-lift anchor of
200 is to be used A=200
(A=250-50=200).
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2 Why is an ECA-lift-anchor a better anchor?
ECA-lift in comparison to a ‘classic’
anchor
The steel plate with punched holes is not easy to fix.
The additional rebars left and right can easily be cut
by the punshed holes in the steel plates. These holes
have a sharp edge due to the punching process.
Furthermore the solide steel plate has a 300mm²
section; which makes it a big thermal bridge. One
need a special lifting device (‘Frimeda’) hook to lift
the elements.

The ECA-lift-anchor uses a high resistent GFRP
bar in connection with a steel wire. Upon load,
the forces are equaly distributed through the
incemented steel cable whereas the GFRP bar
only serves as a spacer between the steel cables.
The anchorage of the steel cable is distributed
over the whole length of the cable.
The GFRP bar has almost no thermal bridge in
comparison to a steel.

Due to its design, the ECA-Lift can be packed
starting from 300 up to 600 pieces on 1 palet
which is beneficial for both transport and
storage costs.
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3 Additional advantages of the ECA-lift anchor in
comparison to the other anchors:
•

The cable of the ECA-lift anchor is galvanised, (no rust problems when outside
in rain or aggressive enviroments).

•

The ECA-lift cable gradually breaks when overloaded (ductile fracture, strand by
strand) so that one is warned. With the other anchors, the metal rod can brake
abruptly (no warning).

•

Due to the flexible cable of the ECA-lift anchor, the installation of the ECA-lift
anchor is very easy and the legs can be bended in the area of recesses or
reinforcements.

•

If one wants to avoid the thermal bridge, the thin cable of the ECA-lift anchor is
much simpler to cut (1x) than to cut twice the 14 mm thick rod of the other
anchors.

•

The ECA-lift anchor is significantly lighter (20 to 40%) by weight than the other
anchors because less steel was used and because the wire rope is made of a
material having a much higher tensile strength (> 1770 N / mm²). This makes it
easier to work with ECA-lift in terms of ergonomics.

•

A full pallet of the ECA-Lift anchor can hold almost 3 times more then the
‘standard’ packaging for the anchors. Hence less transport cost, less CO2, less
storage, …
Tests for the ECA-Lift have shown following results:
ECA-Lift 3T: max breakload of 11,5T
ECA-Lift 5T: max breakload of 19,87T
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